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INTENT
We recognise the crucial importance of studying the English language and dedicate more curriculum
time to the subject than to any other. Improved performance at reading, writing and spoken language
will enable our pupils to express their thoughts and ideas more fluently, accurately and, ultimately, to
their greater satisfaction. This will also help them to deal more successfully with other curriculum
subjects, while enriching their lives beyond school. Engagement with rich and varied literature, both
fiction and non-fiction, will also enable our pupils to gain cultural capital and better understanding of
the world around them. The teaching and learning of language skills are, therefore, given a high priority
in our school.
We believe that a quality English curriculum should foster and develop our young people’s love of
reading, writing, discussion and debate. We aim to inspire an appreciation of the written word through
exploring songs, poems, articles, novels and non-fiction texts, and to develop pupils socially,
emotionally, culturally, intellectually and spiritually. We believe that pupils need to develop a secure
skill and knowledge-base in literacy in order to thrive, so we prioritise the early key skills of reading,
spelling and transcription across our whole curriculum.
Our whole school curriculum is built to support and surround our English curriculum, so that meaningful
links are made, where appropriate, and separate studies are also undertaken. Before they leave us,
pupils will have experienced formal and informal debate, written speeches and letters, studied
Shakespeare and classic poems, written and enjoyed varied forms of poetry and used various media to
present their work.
Together, we intend that the strands of our curriculum provide our pupils with both a love of English
and all the skills and knowledge they need to be successful.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Speaking and listening
Curriculum
Speaking and listening is at the core of every sequence of English teaching and learning and, indeed,
every sequence of learning across our whole curriculum. Speaking and listening skills are taught in
maths, for example, where explanation and use of language is explicitly developed, and in guided
reading, where debate and the use of evidence and opinion is taught. Role play is used to support the
teaching of PSHE, as well as topics, and there are opportunities to perform to camera in many of our
topics: for example, pupils create a cooking TV show in Studland and a French weather forecast in
Jurassic.
Within the English curriculum, core speaking and listening skills are highlighted by a specified symbol
() The curriculum for every Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 class includes the teaching of discussions,
presentations, performances, role play, improvisations and debates.
In addition to our core curriculum, we also provide extensive opportunities for presentation and for
performance. For example, parents are invited to attend termly or half termly exhibitions,
presentations or assemblies, where pupils explain their learning. There is an annual Christmas
production, in which children perform to the rest of the school and our community. Bi-annually, Key
Stage 2 perform a more complex production, in which all pupils are involved. In our weekly celebration
assemblies, pupils are asked to share what they’ve undertaken that has resulted in their work being
celebrated; this provides the opportunity to speak in front of a large group.

Progress and intervention
In the Early Years, we prioritise the ELG of communication and language above all others. Speaking and
listening skills are the very first enabler for all other areas of the curriculum. As such, we are constantly
assessing progress and identify concerns early. In our pre-school, we identify pupils using the Wellcom
toolkit; this provides targeted interventions and a bank of resources from which we can draw. If pupils
are assessed as below a certain level, they are referred for external speech and language support.
In our Reception and Year 1 groups, we put intervention in place for all pupils identified through NELI
assessments as below the 50th percentile. Trained staff in our Reception and Key Stage 1 classes then
implement the programme (https://www.elklan.co.uk/neli/about-neli) for these pupils.
In Key Stage 1 and early Key Stage 2, accurate pronunciation and understanding is monitored and
additional support is put in place where needed. There are a number of pupils who receive additional
assessments and resource provision through speech and language support.
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Phonics and reading
The importance of reading
At Bere Regis, we believe reading is the single most important area of our curriculum. We place it front
and centre in everything we do.
Timetables include plentiful opportunities for discrete teaching, for use of reading for information and
to encourage a love of reading. Every day, we ringfence time for the whole school to undertake Read
Write Inc, our phonics programme, because we believe learning to read must be prioritised. We also
timetable guided reading, reading within English lessons, reading through topic lessons, library sessions,
class reading books and individual reading.
In our communications with parents, we make sure that reading is emphasised as a top priority (see
Parental Involvement, below).

Read Write Inc
At Bere Regis, we use Read Write Inc Phonics to teach reading from pre-school onwards. Pupils in early
years, KS1 and KS2 if needed, are taught in a dedicated lesson each morning, led by a teacher or TA.
Staff are trained by attending specialist Read Write Inc. training and are supported by the Reading Lead
through ‘in house training’, observation and coaching to ensure that pupils receive high quality phonics
teaching. Pupils are grouped with others, working at a similar level of challenge. This is achieved
through regular assessments and re-grouping (approximately every seven weeks). Group leaders use
assessments to plan the focus of ‘speed sounds’ section of lessons; no time is wasted.
The scheme focuses on making connections: pupils connect sounds with mnemonic pictures, words
with their meanings and stories with the sounds they know. They connect their own experiences to the
stories they read and learn to lift the words off the page. Pupils learn one sound at a time and practise
it until it becomes second nature. There are opportunities throughout the school day and weeks ahead
to revisit and embed sounds previously taught, in guided reading sessions for example. Teachers
make use of a variety of resources to support this work including magnetic letters, letter cards and story
books.
Pupils begin by learning set one sounds. These are single letter sounds (a, b, c etc) and some common
digraphs or ‘special friends’ (sh, ch, th, ck, qu, nk and ng). Pupils learn to recognise these letters or pairs
of letters, the sounds they make and to read (and spell) simple words containing theses sounds by
blending e.g. c-a-t = cat, ch-i-p = chip. Outside of Read Write Inc. lessons, pupils will work
on blending books with their class teacher and will learn to read red blending books, ditties and red
ditty storybooks (see early reading below) during guided reading sessions. ‘My sounds’ books are sent
home with the pupils so that their learning in school can be practised at home. We aim for all pupils in
Reception to have completed this section of the scheme and to be able to read simple sentences by the
end of the school year.
As pupils progress, they learn set two sounds (ay ee igh ow oo oo ar or air ir ou oy). By the end of
this stage, pupils will have learned 41 of the 44 sounds in the English language. Alongside this, during
Read Write Inc. lessons, pupils learn to read (and spell) words containing these sounds and work on
green, purple and pink storybooks.
During the final step in the Read Write Inc. phonics programme, pupils learn to recognise alternative
representations of previously learned sounds e.g. ai and a-e. and to read them in words. Pupils in this
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stage will tackle more complex words, including words with more than one syllable and work on
orange, yellow, blue and grey storybooks.
Regarding progress through the RWI scheme, we aim for our children in Reception to be reading purple
storybooks by the end of the school year and that pupils will complete the phonics programme entirely
by the end of Year 1 or the autumn term of Year 2 at the latest. If pupils are not progressing through
the scheme as expected, interventions are planned in order for pupils to ‘catch up’ with their peers.

Early Reading Curriculum
RWI books
Once pupils progress onto the Read Write Inc storybooks, they read them in school three times within a
week, either during Read Write Inc lessons or as part of guided reading sessions, so that they are
confident with the text. At the end of the week, pupils take home the storybook they have worked on
to read with their family, celebrating their success. As they move through the Read Write Inc
storybooks, they also learn to read a set of ‘tricky word’ cards. These are high frequency words which
pupils learn to read by sight (rather than sounding out). Having a bank of learned words helps pupils
with their reading fluency.
Oxford Reading Tree
Running alongside the Read Write Inc Phonics scheme, we also use the Oxford Reading Tree scheme.
Banded books from this scheme are selected to add breadth to reading materials; pupils will meet
words they do not know but are encouraged to use techniques to help them ‘work out’ the word e.g.
using the pictures or thinking about what will make sense in the sentence.
Pupils are introduced to the main characters in these books when they start school in
Reception, sharing stories with their class teacher. Wordless stories are sent home for pupils to share
with their parents and create their own stories. As pupils progress through the scheme, books become
more complex; books are matched to their reading ability as closely as possible.
In Reception and Key Stage one, pupils have the opportunity to change their reading books each
morning, as needed.
Beyond the curriculum
Each term, we hold a Books at Bedtime event, where pupils are invited back to school in the evening to
listen to stories read by members of staff from the pre-school and Early Years team. This also acts as a
model to parents, supporting them to read and engage with their children at home.
We engage with the Book Time project from the Book Trust (https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-wedo/programmes-and-campaigns/time-to-read/) in order to provide free books to pupils as part of our
Books at Bedtime event. We supplement the free books provided so that every child in the early years
and pre-school receives one.
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Guided reading
Principles
Guided reading forms a core part of the teaching of reading at Bere Regis. This time is precious and
protected within our timetable. We timetable guided reading at times that will maximise adult time (ie
when we have TA support).
All children will take part in at least one guided session of 25 minutes each week, along with two or
more independent sessions, and most will take part in two. We have a flexible approach to group size,
meaning that groups where more progress is needed, or those where children are less able, there may
only be three or four children in a group. Where a group is more able or the ability of the pupils is more
similar, we may teach groups of up to 15. This enables more adult-led support for each group and
allows teachers to make use of guided reading for personalised learning, which works like an
intervention.
Activities
Guided reading timetables are predictable to pupils, reducing organisation time and enabling routine.
Pupils are trained to access resources and tasks independently, when they are not in a guided session.
Often, resources and instructions are stored in a group tray. Sessions begin immediately – there is no
time wasted in providing instructions, especially in Key Stage 2. Teachers also aim to make the format
of tasks familiar and, when something new is introduced, they will train pupils in how to undertake it.
There are a range of reading-centred activities that are used during guided reading:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Pre-reading: a book cover, text, or image; a collaborative discussion on sugar paper or an
independent, silent read that feeds in to the guided session; pre- reading the excerpt to be
studied, the section before or something similar, to allow for comparison
Guided reading with the teacher: rich, relevant mix of fiction and non-fiction, often with a basis
in the topic or current affairs, making use of the highest quality texts; will often run through
more than one week; likely to include feeding back from last follow up or pre-read and
providing brief instructions for the follow up, where appropriate; likely to make use of reading
workbooks (see below).
Follow up activity, based on the teacher’s guided read; questions designed by the teacher, or
activity based on story eg writing a diary in role, grid of what we know and what we can infer,
Twitter grids for summaries, workbook eg Fantastic Mr Fox, writing own questions about the
text read, role play
Guided reading with the TA: could be a separate, stand-alone comprehension text or could be
the follow up task set by the teacher
Silent or paired reading: in books or iPads eg BBC Storytime, Reading Planet or Read Theory,
through choice or directed because of a topic
Silent or paired reading to research: linked to topic, including clear expectations of outcomes,
such as notes to answer questions provided and the opportunity to share or apply learning in
another lesson
Vocabulary focus: often topic linked or based on a word that will come up in a guided text,
considering etymology and morphology and encouraging depth of understanding
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Example timetables

LA
MA
HA
HA+

Mon (T, TA)
Guided reading with the TA
(comprehension task)

Tue (T, TA)
Guided reading with the teacher

Wed (T, TA)
Silent reading & note taking for topic
research – questions set by teacher

Thu (T)
Follow up activity

Guided reading with the teacher

Follow up activity

Guided reading with the TA
(comprehension task)

Silent reading & note taking for topic
research – questions set by teacher

Follow up activity

Guided reading with the TA
(comprehension task)

Guided reading with the teacher

Silent reading & note taking for topic
research – questions set by teacher

Silent reading & note taking for topic
research – questions set by teacher

Follow up activity

Comprehension from CGP book, with
discussion as a team

Guided reading with the teacher

Resources and workbooks
An array of resources are used as stimuli for guided reading:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classic and modern books, read over a period of several weeks, often selected to further enrich
a topic or provide author comparison opportunities
In Key Stage 1, Read Write Inc books
Excerpts from texts, as above
Poetry
Adverts, leaflets, posters, newspapers (eg First News, National Geographic from the library)
Photographs and pictures

With longer texts, we create workbooks which pupils and teachers use throughout a book study. Tasks
are designed to engage pupils in reading comprehension: retrieval, sequencing (KS1) and summarising
(KS2), inference, explanation, prediction and vocabulary, as well as making explicit links to broader
topic learning and enhancing cultural capital (see pre-read task example, below). They are designed to
prepare pupils to tackle a range of question styles. In upper key stage 2, these are often similar in style
to SATs papers.
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Reading in the English curriculum
All of our English units of work include the discrete teaching of reading skills and enjoyment. In units of
work where the primary focus is a written genre (see writing section below), the reading and analysis of
high-quality texts during the first phase of learning will be the driver of the skills to be learned and the
structure to use. We build opportunities for whole class guided reading into units of work, so that a
whole lesson might be spent interrogating a text which will then be used to identify key features to
form success criteria. These lessons focus on reading comprehension skills.
In other units, the reading text itself will be the primary focus of a unit (for example, Kensuke’s
Kingdom, War Horse, Macbeth, The Iron Man, Fantastic Mr Fox, The Firework Maker’s Daughter, Stone
Age Boy, Mama Panya’s Pancakes, Town Mouse and Country Mouse, Little Red Riding Hood) and
writing tasks will be built within the reading focus. We value these book study units very highly.

Reading across the curriculum
Whole class guided reading lessons are also taught within topics. For example, we might spend a lesson
working on reading comprehension of a letter from the Queen, as part of our Kings and Queens topic,
or analysing an information text about farming in the Himalayas as part of our work to research and
design a food transportation device for mountains in our One Globe topic. This process serves two
purposes: we are modelling how literature can support knowledge and understanding and we are also
teaching pupils comprehension skills. Reading is also critical in our MFL curriculum, where stories are
the inspiration for most of our units of work.
Each of our topics is well-resourced with a topic box containing, among other things, a selection of highquality texts. At the beginning of each new topic, teachers take the topic box and display these books in
class, for easy independent access by pupils. Some will become key drivers in lessons; others will
remain accessible throughout the topic, for self-driven learning. Pupils access these books during any
independent reading that happens through the day (first thing one morning a week, during Personal
Progress or during one or two afternoon registrations, for example). They are encouraged to share
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what they have learned. The books may also be used for 1:1 reading with staff or reading buddies,
where a pupil shows particular interest, or for guided reading (see above).

Reading beyond the curriculum
The library
We enjoy a well-stocked, easily accessible fiction library which is organised into sections of picture
books, early chapter books and books most suited to upper Key Stage 2. There are author feature
sections where particularly popular authors are celebrated and copies of current affairs media (First
News and National Geographic). Through our corridors, we also have a non-fiction library, where books
are grouped by theme. Both are accessible to children to select from at all times.
Each class has a timetabled slot each week during which they visit the library, spend time selecting new
books and enjoy a book-based activity such as poetry reading or alphabetising. Children can borrow two
books each week, in addition to any banded books. We timetable these sessions to be half a class at a
time: the TA or the teacher remains class undertaking small group teaching (often handwriting, as this is
also better done in smaller groups), while the other adult takes half the group to the library for these
sessions.
Access to the library is also available to pupils and parents after school and, to pupils, during lunch.
There is a weekly library club, where older pupils support younger ones to read and choose books.
In the pre-school, pupils have access to their own well-resourced library. A library trolley is positioned
in the reception area, in order that parents dropping off and collecting can access it each day. As well as
books, there are a section of photocopied nursery rhyme cards for loan.
Reading 1:1
We believe 1:1 reading is critical to early reading progress. As such, we endeavour to provide multiple
opportunities through the week for our youngest pupils and those who are not yet fluent readers. In
addition to guided reading and RWI sessions, pupils read 1:1 with teachers and TAs through the week,
during registration, assembly and intervention slots. This is recorded on a class sheet, in order to ensure
balance (as well as prioritising pupils who benefit most) and to communicate progress between
different adults.

We also benefit from a committed group of parents who visit school weekly to read 1:1 with pupils in
each class. Again, priority is given to younger pupils and those who will benefit most, either because of
a lack of reading at home or a lack of fluency. Parents record notes about pupils’ reading on stickers,
which are then added to the class record, above (this ensures privacy while also providing useful
communication). Parent readers are provided with reading objectives for each year group as well as
question prompts to support their sessions.
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We work with Dorset Reading Partners (https://dorsetreadingpartners.org.uk/) to provide additional
reading support to pupils identified as needing further reading support, particularly in terms of reading
for pleasure. DRP recruit and train volunteers have the skills to provide top quality, effective
help, recognising the needs of each child and tailoring their sessions accordingly. The aim of the thirtyminute sessions is to make reading fun by sharing our love of reading, providing children with a choice
of interesting materials, and allowing them to work at their own pace in a nurturing and supportive
setting. Each class benefits from a DRP visit one afternoon per week. Volunteers bring their own
resources, including books and games to share.
We also undertake a reading buddies scheme, in which pupils in our year 5 and 6 class volunteer to lead
weekly 1:1 reading with their peers and younger pupils, usually during morning registration. These
pupils are trained by watching 1:1 sessions led by staff, and coached in how to ask questions and
develop fluency. Once assigned a buddy, the more and less experienced reader will remain in the same
pair for a term or more. The reading buddy writes a note in the reading diary. Both parties benefit from
the experience, both from a pride and an academic point of view.
Interventions
As well as 1:1 reading, small group boosters will be carried out where we note that pupils are either
making slower progress or not yet achieving their potential. Interventions include additional guided
reading sessions, often based upon a reading comprehension task. They are led by both teachers and
TAs and take place during designated afternoon slots or through the school day, during registration or
Personal Progress sessions, for example. These will be evident on an intervention timetable.
Close attention will be paid to pupils’ ability and they will be working within a group of
similar ability or with similar gaps in learning for these sessions. As well as the workbooks
also used during reading comprehension sessions, teachers may also draw on topic books
or other inspirational resources. Both teachers and TAs can also make use of pre-made
resources in which we have invested: CGP reading comprehension (physical books for KS2
classes), Comprehension Ninja (physical books for all year groups 1-6), Literacy Shed Plus
reading comprehensions (accessible online), Twinkl (accessible online) and Virtual
Bookshelf (all of which is saved in the R Drive).
Story Time
Each class has a timetabled slot at the end of the day for story time. This is a ringfenced opportunity for
teachers to share books and oral stories with their class that are more advanced than the majority
would be able to access independently. It may also be a chance to provide a comparison between or
within the work of an author (ie to a book being studied in guided reading or through an English lesson).
It may be an opportunity to enhance the topic, by providing additional context. The story may be
selected for its cultural capital, or for what it offers in terms of social and emotional understanding.
Teachers may also share non-fiction and poetry texts during this time, but the majority of the sessions
will be a story. Teachers ask questions and discuss their reading, but the primary purpose of story time
is to engage with reading for pleasure.

Assessment
Reading is assessed through a range of means.
• 1:1 and small group reading; notes are taken on 1:1 class reading records
• Half termly ‘Progress Tests’ from Rising Stars or, in Year 6, SATs practice tests
13

•
•
•

Guided reading responses and pupil workbooks
Progress within Read Theory (in KS2)
RWI assessments (prior to completing the scheme), each time there is a re-grouping
(approximately every seven weeks)
These assessments are used to support teachers in their judgements of pupil progress at each data
point. Teachers are not required to use one particular means as evidence, but make a judgement of
best fit based on their understanding of how the child is working across the reading curriculum.

Parental involvement
We believe that engaging with and promoting reading is the single most
effective act that parents can take in supporting their child’s educational
success. To this end, we engage parents in regular reading workshops.
Following invites to join these in school, we have published a Read Write Inc
workshop for parents and a Confident Readers workshop for parents.
Our homework expectations clearly set out reading as a priority for support at home and reading is the
very first skill for focus within our key skills document. Parents are also invited annually to attend Read
Write Inc lessons and guided reading lessons in their children’s classes, in order to see the teaching of
reading in action.
Pupils each make use of a home school reading diary, which travels to and from school each day. In this
diary, parents, pupils and staff record reading, including comments about strengths and weaknesses
and commentary from pupils about what they enjoyed (or didn’t), authors, similarities and differences
and so on. We have developed supporting documents, which parents can find within the front cover of
their child’s reading diary, to encourage a wide range of questioning and to support them to be able to
practise comprehension as well as fluency at home. There are separate documents for each year group.
Regular reading, in line with the expectations set out above, is celebrated with house points. Where
reading isn’t being recorded, teachers will make a note of this and, should it happen for a second week,
will make a call home to enquire about any difficulties and
how we can support this. Our parents know that reading is an
absolute priority for pupils at Bere Regis.
In Key Stage 2, we also send home CGP reading
comprehension materials for use at home. Sometimes, pupils
will be directed to these during specific weeks, and they will
be assessed at school. At other times, pupils and parents make
use of the materials as their reading for a day or two at home
that week. We provide guidance to support parents and their
children with how to tackle these tasks (see box). We also provide log ins to www.readtheory.com, an
online reading comprehension tool, which includes narrative and informative passages for pupils, while
tracking their performance and reporting progress to teachers for all pupils in Key Stage 2, and check in
on their progress regularly in order to provide positive reinforcement.
We encourage families to use the reading resources that work best for them, while at
home. Some may work more on the CGP books while others may prefer working
online. We also regularly remind parents that all reading is welcome: we provide
banded and library books at school, but we also welcome the reading of magazine,
letters, leaflets and any home-sourced books.
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Spelling
RWI Phonics
The teaching of spelling begins with phonics. At Bere Regis, we use Read Write Inc to teach synthetic
phonics from the pre-school onwards. This includes small group daily phonics lessons for all pupils who
need it (taught by stage, not age); reference is made to the sounds used throughout the day in the early
years and KS1, as well as the earlier part of KS2. There are speed sound charts displayed in each class
and intervention room; in the youngest classes, these are simple sound charts and desktop charts,
which pupils also access when writing. As pupils get older, the complex speed sound chart allows them
to select from different graphemes when they want to write a particular phoneme. Pupils must be
confident in reading and spelling each of the sounds before moving on to the RWI spelling programme.

RWI Spelling
Teaching and learning
Once pupils have completed the phonics programme, spelling patterns and specific words are then
taught through the RWI spelling programme. We teach RWI spelling at the same time as we teach
phonics, so that every pupil is taught in a small group each morning. There may also be additional
intervention groups where further progress is needed.
The RWI Spelling books and Oxford Owl website provide our staff with teaching activities, including
videos, reinforcement tasks, practice sentences and more. Each unit of work also allows for
reinforcement of previous learning through a Speed Spell activity. Group leaders will use this to test
recall of previous patterns and words taught, and then adjust their teaching accordingly. At the end of
each unit is the Jumping orange words section, where pupils practise the statutory spellings.
The RWI books provide structure, input activities and practice opportunities which group leaders can
adapt to suit their groups. They will take these resources and create a plan based on assessments,
prioritising units that all pupils in the group need and ensuring that all pupils receive personalised
teaching to suit their learning gaps. Often, there will be units that a group does not need to focus on, or
where more time needs to be spent. In that case, group leaders will embellish and extend units.
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Silver workbook
As pupils move from the end of the phonics scheme, having achieved the appropriate fluency on the
grey books, to the spelling scheme we have found a common lack of understanding of:
• Long and short vowel sounds,
• Digraphs,
• Split digraphs and, consequently,
• How to apply this learning to add suffixes without changing the sounds in a word.
We aim to address this gap, in order to prevent a repeated problem with pupils grasping some of the
early spelling units. For example, they have historically struggled with 2A Unit 3, adding the suffix y,
because they do not yet understand the need to double the consonant to maintain a short vowel sound
(eg spot → spotty). We therefore developed our own transitional teaching sequence, ‘Silver’, which
ensures we reinforce this knowledge and provide practice application points.
Assessment and progression
Teaching sequences last between six and seven weeks, and transition points are calendared before the
start of the academic year. Pupils will move from one group to another based on the assessments
provided by RWI (accessible at www.oxfordowl.co.uk with all other resources). Generally, pupils who
achieve 16 or more correctly spelt patterns will move to the next group, with the remaining gaps being
addressed through intervention or, where there is commonality with others, in the first few lessons of

Reading Lead and English Lead
analyse data and
create/update groups.

Assessments carried out by
group leaders, marked and
analaysed (using RWI grid).
Passed to Reading Lead.

Teachers move through
objectives in the unit,
adjusting teaching based on
Afl; indivdiual gaps are
addressed. Assess
individuals as and when
needed.

Teachers adjust RWI plans
to suit groups and
subgroups; class teachers
make use of data to plan
SPAG lessons and
interventions.

New groups begin and last for
the six to seven weeks.
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the new teaching sequence. Pupils who achieve this score must also be assessed with the next test, in
order to establish their gaps and pass these on to the new groups.

When marking the assessments, we are sure to differentiate
between those spellings that are wrong because of a pattern
misconception and those that are erroneous for other
reasons. For example, if a child has been learning to add the
suffix -ful, and the assessment requires them to write
beautiful, we would note beutiful as a correct spelling of the
pattern: this pupil does not need to re-learn the spelling of
‘ful’ of how to attach it as a suffix, so it would be wasteful
for them to repeat this unit of work.
Pupils move through our spelling programme at different
speeds and at different times. We recognise that the
teaching of synthetic phonics and spelling patterns is not the
most effective method for every child. Occasionally, we
identify a child who needs a different approach, for example
through precision teaching of common words. In addition,
some pupils will move through the programme more quickly
than others. Pupils in younger year groups will not continue
to progress endlessly; they will, instead, join a vocabulary or
personal progress group, in order to accelerate learning in
other areas. We do not intend for pupils in Year 3, for
example, to be working on Year 6 patterns or on Year 5 and
6 statutory words.

Silver

Book 2A

Book 2B

Book 3

If Year 3 or
above,
Book 4

Book 5

If Year 5 or 6,
Book 6

Statutory spellings and common exception words

If Year 2 and below,
vocabulary and personal
progress

If Year 4 and below,
vocabulary and personal
progress

Vocabulary and
personal progress

Teaching and learning
The statutory spellings are taught both in class and in phonics/spelling groups. Words are displayed in
each classroom and word lists are provided for use when writing. Each of the statutory spellings has
been assigned to a topic across the two-year curriculum. For example, the words address, although,
favourite, occasion, occasionally, remember and special are the focus of spelling teaching during
Kimmeridge’s Festival of Light topic. Thus, the words are contextualised. Some of these words may
become a vocabulary focus in a topic lesson, with a focus on their root, etymology and related words,
for example (see 6, below). Learning of statutory words is also promoted through Personal Progress,
and targets on the key skills document set out expectations for each year group, meaning they will have
learned to spell, use and contextualise all statutory spellings before they leave that year group.
During the teaching and learning sequences for each of the RWI books, above, pupils will also be taught
to spell the statutory spellings. There will tend to be one lesson per week dedicated to learning the
statutory spellings, through precision teaching techniques and use of Spelling Shed, for example.
Spelling of these important words may also be taught through intervention and small group
collaboration.
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We employ a range of teaching techniques for the teaching of spelling (beyond phonics and spelling
patterns).
1. Word study – focus upon a single word that a child or children have struggled with. Write this
word on A4 paper and ask children to do the same; use felt tips or colouring pencils. Notice the
shape of the letters and the pattern the word makes. Draw around the shape, discussing
ascending and descending letters. Which is the tricky part of this word? Underline it. What
sound(s) does it make? Can we think of any other words where those letters make that sound?
What are the other sounds? Repeat dot and dash until fluent. Draw over the word with pencil.
Draw the word on another piece of paper. Draw the word with eyes closed. Make the shape of
the word on a table or on someone else’s back with a finger.
2. Spelling Shed (independent)– children use their personalised lists (created by teachers) to
practise the words they need to learn. Sometimes, a ‘hive’ may be appropriate, if there are
children who all need to learn the same words. The teacher should work with one or two of the
children, noting their uncertainty and supporting them.
3. Spelling Shed (teacher led) – present a Spelling Shed list of words that have been the focus for
the last few days or weeks for all children to undertake. Complete a ‘hive’. Notice the words not
everyone was correct on and reteach these. Repeat the ‘hive’.
4. Mnemonics (only suitable for some words) – eg because: big elephants can always understand
small elephants. These could be made up by the group (as long as they are easy to remember)
or common ones could be used.
5. Tricks (only suitable for some words) – eg saying the r in February; there’s a rat in separate
6. Etymology – select a word from the list
with a root or section that carries
meaning and can be noticed in other
words, eg cent in century. Present a
selection of words containing cent and
their meanings to be matched up.
Discuss each word and meaning. What
do the words have in common? What
does the cent part mean? How does this
help us? It means that whenever we
know ‘cent’ is used in reference to 100,
we spell it c-e-n-t.
7.
Their, there and they’re - particularly difficult spellings and must be
given focus. Notice what they do have in common; all have the at the
beginning. Note that they’re is very different because it is a contraction of two
words. What are these words? Which letter is missing? How do we know where
the apostrophe goes? Model how to draw the words (similar to image),
explaining how their is belonging to them, so there’s a person; there means over
there so there’s an arrow. Children draw their own version on a small piece of paper, which
should then be laminated and given to them to keep in their pencil case or on their tables while
they are learning these words.
8. Rhyming (suitable where a group of words with the same sound have not yet been securely
learned) – eg poor, floor, door; last, past, fast; class, grass, pass; should, would, could; told,
hold, gold.
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Share a selection of words, some of which rhyme and some of which don’t. Children to pick out
the words that rhyme. Explain that, by learning this pattern, we get a ‘three for one’ deal! We
can learn all the spellings in one go, because the rhyming section is spelt the same. Complete
dots and dashes for each word. Which sound do they have in common? Where is the sound in
the word? How is the sound spelt/which grapheme is used for the sound? What other
grapheme choices are there for this sound (eg aw → paw, ore → more, or → for, au →
autumn)? These words are on our list because oor is an unusual way of spelling the /aw/
sound. Think about other words with this same rhyming sound. How do we spell the sound in
them? Can we think of any more with the same spelling?
Accuracy of spelling is also taught through feedback on writing. Teachers mark for subject specific
and/or common spellings, depending on the needs of the pupil and the current focus. Teachers may
underline words that are misspelt, ask a pupil to go back and find common words that have been
misspelt or, where there is a need, provide the spelling and ask for it to be repeated underneath the
main text, for practice.
Assessment and progression
In reception, pupils are given sets of words for spelling and reading that relate to RWI books, on
treasury tags. Once these have been learned, pupils are given chunks of the first 100 words to begin to
learn. They have these physically and on Spelling Shed.
From Year 1, each pupil is provided with a list of spellings to learn over approximately a half term.
These spellings are either a chunk of the statutory list for that year group, when the pupil is starting
out; the whole of the statutory list, for older pupils or those developing confidence; or, a personalised
list of spellings which are the ones that remain unknown by the pupil. Where a pupil knows 50-60% of
the list, teachers provide a personalised list.
Whichever list is provided, copies are then sent home in the reading diary, kept in the pupil’s tray and
copied onto Spelling Shed, so that pupils can practise the same words at home. This means the use of
Spelling Shed during RWI time is also well-directed.
Parental involvement
Phonics and spelling is one of the strands of our key skills document, in which we engage parents
continuously. Targets are updated to reflect progress and priorities and parents access the document in
the reading diary to see where their child is currently working.
Spelling lists, based on statutory spellings, are sent home at least each half term, and whenever
progress has been made, in order that parents can support the learning of key words. We do not
undertake weekly lists and weekly spelling tests, as we believe these are ineffective in cementing long
term learning and progression. Instead, parents and pupils can notify teachers when they think it is
time for another ‘big spelling test’ (where statutory words are tested), so that a new list can be set up.
We encourage parents to support the practice of spelling at
home in ways that work for them. Many of our families
make use of Spelling Shed. This allows them to access
personalised lists of spellings set by class teachers as well as the lists of spellings set by phonics groups
leaders, relating to patterns currently being studied.
Parents are also invited to attend RWI Spelling sessions annually, to see how their child learns to spell in
action.
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Grammar and punctuation
Teaching and learning
We teach grammar and punctuation throughout our teaching of English, with a focus on pupils
achieving confidence in understanding, using and applying all of the terms set out in the National
Curriculum for English Appendices. For example:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Teachers and TAs ensure notice is taken of grammar and punctuation structures through
reading (group, class stories, 1:1 etc);
As per the whole school curriculum map, grammar and punctuation form the basis of some
objectives in English lessons (see writing section, below) and can be seen in success criteria for
a writing genre, which pupils make use of;
Grammar and punctuation is the focus of questions, particularly around author intent and use
of structure, in guided reading sessions;
Grammar and punctuation are taught in discrete, timetabled lessons outside of English,
especially in Key Stage 2.
Punctuation (combined with spelling) is one of the strands on our key skills document and,
therefore, is a focus of personal progress time;
Grammar and punctuation are picked up within teacher feedback and marking;
Teachers will use weaknesses identified in writing and through tests to establish interventions
to be led by TAs or themselves.

Assessment and progression
In Key Stage 1, most assessment is carried out through pupils’ written work. Cold writing tasks (see
below) may contribute to this. There will be a focus on the objectives within each English unit and those
on the key skills document.
In Key Stage 2, assessment is carried out through pupils’ written work, cold writing tasks and through
testing. Teachers can choose when to carry out tests, when they need further information for planning
of whole class teaching and of interventions. For discrete grammar and punctuation lessons, we do not
teach objectives in a certain order or at a certain time of year: we base our
teaching on the needs of the pupils and the assessments undertaken. Where
the majority of a class has a need to learn a certain skill, this will be taught
during a discrete lesson. However, those pupils who do not need to learn that
skill will work separately, either independently, with a TA, working as a team or,
often, supported by instructional videos to work on more advanced objectives.
We have created a bank of videos for this purpose, each with a QR code for
easy access. Teachers also make use of www.testbase.co.uk to source activities
and application tasks for these lessons.
In Key Stage 2, where pupils are confident with the requirements of the National Curriculum, teachers
also introduce the use of varied sentence structures through Alan Peat’s book, Writing Exciting
Sentences. This may be done through a lesson, focussing on one particular structure, a lesson starter, a
small group input or, sometimes, through independent/collaborative study. Pupils enjoy the structured,
one by one nature of the book and are able to learn, practise and apply one sentence type at a time. A
copy of the book is available for access in Key Stage 2 classrooms.
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Vocabulary
Rationale
The teaching of vocabulary is one of our key foci; we
recognise the importance of vocabulary as a
potential asset or a potential foil for our pupils, both
in the English (or MFL) curriculum but also across
other subjects, where subject specific and tier 2
words can be critical. We have invested in staff
training for vocabulary (with a focus on findings from
Alex Quigley’s Closing the Vocabulary Gap) and
teachers use techniques highlighted in his book in
their class teaching.
We concur with Quigley, that knowledge about
words underpins all education and learning. This is
because word knowledge underpins speaking,
listening, reading and writing. We understand the
value of vocabulary and the impact of being ‘wordpoor’ and ‘word-rich’; this gap is associated with a range of outcomes, including education and
employment but also physical and mental health.
Both implicit approaches (e.g. reading stories and promoting reading for pleasure) and explicit
approaches to teaching vocabulary (e.g. directly teaching new vocabulary) are essential for developing
and broadening children’s language. There is also a need to explore vocabulary in reading, writing, for
spoken language and across the curriculum.

Curriculum
Vocabulary is taught across both our English and wider curriculum through everything from 1:1 reading
to a whole class word study in a topic lesson. Guided reading is critical to the study of vocabulary, and
questions asked by teachers and included in guided reading workbooks will often have vocabulary at
their core.
Each topic planning document requires teachers to consider three layers of vocabulary: statutory
spellings that are assigned to the topic on the curriculum overview, tier 2 (generalisable) words that will
be appropriate for study, and subject specific tier 3 words that are included lesson by lesson.
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Planning documents for both English and for topic include a column for vocabulary, where teachers
delineate key words to be learned during that lesson; these words are not just mentioned, but are the
focus of discussion and analysis. Where possible, teachers make links between words, their etymology
and their roots (for example, see point 6 within teaching and learning strategies for spelling, above).
Words are put into context within topics and discussions and pupils are encouraged to use them.
Display boards are critical to the teaching of vocabulary and are used in every subject area to support
the embedding of new words. Reference is made to words previously taught and pupils are encouraged
to use boards to put words into their own spoken and written work.
While we do not specifically assess vocabulary, tracking words explicitly taught across topics allows us
to ensure some range and breadth. Teachers keep a simple record of words studied through the year,
though there is no expectation for them to cover any set list of tier 2 words.

Personal progress and small group study
As well as being taught through lessons, we encourage the broadening of vocabulary during personal
progress and in small group work. Once they have completed the RWI spelling programme for their age
group, pupils move to a vocabulary group. Here, they will work as a small team to build vocabulary,
accessing a range of activities across the week. These activities are also accessed during personal
progress time. Resources to support these activities are stored in classrooms in an accessible place, in
order that pupils can refer back to them and make use of them during independent study.
These might include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

games (eg. Articulate for Kids)
vocabulary ordering and grouping tasks (see images for
example)
activities from www.vocabularyninja.co.uk (eg vocabulary
laboratory, picture processor)
work using a thesaurus and/or dictionary to learn new
meanings
writing sentences that include alternatives to common words
(https://vocabularyninja.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/100-Words-and-Alternatives.pdf)
or tier 2 (generalisable) vocabulary
revisiting written work to edit, based on new vocabulary learned
reading advanced passages in order to identify and learn new
vocabulary

Parental involvement
Before the commencement of each new topic, teachers create and
publish a curriculum map for parents. These documents highlight key
vocabulary to be taught in each subject area over the course of the unit
and provide the opportunity for parents to discuss and pre-teach key
words.
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Transcription
Handwriting
Curriculum
We teach handwriting using the Letter Join programme
(www.letterjoin.co.uk). We have selected the letter join no-lead font for
our whole school. This allows us to follow smoothly from the letter
formation taught within Read Write Inc and build towards the curriculum
expectation, in Key Stage 2, for pupils to write legibly, fluently and with
increasing speed by choosing which shape of a letter to use when given choices and deciding whether
or not to join specific letters. The programme provides interactive whiteboard and iPad activities as well
as printouts, a font for use throughout classroom practice, word animators, a manual for teachers and
also activities that can be completed at home.
The formation of letters is initially taught through our phonics programme: as pupils are introduced to
each letter, they learn how to form it through rhymes and sayings, as per the chart overleaf. In EYFS,
child-led activities will always include the opportunity for mark making.
Handwriting lessons are taught weekly in EYFS, Key Stage 1 and lower Key Stage 2. These are timetabled
(often in conjunction with a library slot) so that smaller groups are taught at a time, because we know
that handwriting instruction is most successful when modelling and immediate correction is possible.
Teachers use the structure and resources from the Letter Join programme, moving at a pace suitable
for their class and individuals. Handwriting is also a focus of feedback on written work.
Progress and intervention
Handwriting is one of the strands of our key skills document, running from the pre-school until Year 6.
In pre-school and EYFS, pupils’ pencil grip is assessed and activities are planned to strengthen pincer
grip. We expect that the great majority of our pupils will be able to write in a clear, fluent style, at
speed, before they leave Year 4 and, mostly, in Year 3. At this point, their progress is rewarded with a
‘Pen Licence’, which is celebrated publicly and means they can choose to use a pen for written work
(although they must continue to use a pencil for diagrams, drawings and maths work).
Where a need is identified, pupils may be part of intervention groups or 1:1 sessions with a teacher or
TA. Where a child hasn’t yet achieved the appropriate fluency of handwriting on entering upper Key
Stage 2, teachers will carry out at least weekly interventions in support of their transcription skills, while
other pupils undertake Personal Progress.
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Once pupils have a clear and fluent style and can write at speed, they are expected to develop
presentation techniques, such as bubble writing, sizing, capitalisation and italicisation. These skills will
be taught through small group or class lessons, and model resources (see examples below) are provided
in the Upper Key Stage 2 classroom to support pupils in independent application. Opportunities to
apply these skills are provided across the curriculum, sometimes in the form of ‘double page spreads’.

Typing
Typing is also one of our school’s key skills. We believe learning to touch type will support our pupils in
accessing other areas of the curriculum, particularly as they get older. It is important for pupils to be
able to present their work in different way.
We are especially committed to making sure that those children with particular needs, such as motor
skills, dyslexia or processing, are able to type efficiently, in order to provide them with a successful,
effective transcription method that will bypass difficulties they may have with handwriting, spelling or
reviewing work. As such, there are a small number of pupils for whom transcription by typing is
prioritised in each class. We will still teach these pupils to write by hand, but, when writing at length,
they will use computers. In conjunction with this, we introduce dictation software built in to Windows,
which works well for some of our pupils. Teachers and pupils trial what works best for them.
Pupils in EYFS will begin to use computers for simple tasks, enabling them to find their way around a
keyboard. Starting in Key Stage 1, pupils are explicitly taught to type, using online resources such as BBC
Dance Mat Typing or Typing Club. Teachers sometimes hold whole class lessons to introduce keys such
as space, return, delete and full stop. At other times, pupils will use the online platforms to practise
their typing fluency. In Key Stage 2, pupils continue to work on their typing speed and accuracy,
especially during Personal Progress time.
Pupils and parents are encouraged to practise typing at home through its inclusion on the key skills
document, referenced in our home learning expectations, and the provision of online resources.
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Writing
Curriculum
The teaching of writing is a key driver in the design
of our curriculum. In developing our curriculum,
we made use of Michael Tidd’s work on writing for
a purpose to delineate the genres of writing that
are to be taught in each class throughout the year.
We then considered which curriculum topics would
lend themselves well to each of these genres. For
example, persuasive letter writing is taught
alongside a topic about the environment in Year 5
and 6 to enable pupils to write letters to the
Secretary of State. This not only provides context,
but also motivation for writing.
English units of work are either reading based (see reading section above) or genre based. Where the
focus is a particular genre of writing, we will seek to progress through the steps below. Units of work
tend to be between two and four weeks long. Objectives are provided in our whole school curriculum
overview. Teachers must prioritise those objectives and may also teach any that have come up as
points for progression through their assessments.
High quality texts and authors are at the fore-front of our curriculum, including classics such as William
Shakespeare, Thomas Hardy and Alfred Noyes and modern classics such as The Iron Man, Fantastic Mr
Fox and Northern Lights.
In addition to the units of work teaching a specific genre, we also make use of specified extended
writing opportunities within our topic teaching; these are detailed on our whole school curriculum map.
This ensures pupils have additional opportunities to write at length and these pieces often contribute to
assessment decisions. This will be a piece of work based on a genre taught previously, where the
content will come from the topic. For example, in our year 3 and 4 class, a unit of work about
information texts based on the human body is taught and, in the following term, an opportunity to
apply this learning is provided through an information text about a science experiment.

Planning
We believe that the teacher planning process is critical in ensuring best use of lesson time for progress
and engagement. Planning is a thought process that, at Bere, also results in a written plan. We have
opted to continue with written planning for three key reasons. First, we believe this best ensures the
thought process is a deliberate, considered one and that it ensures teachers and TAs are ready for
potential changes and misconceptions. Second, particularly in recognition of our two-year curriculum,
we aim to drastically reduce workload through having units of work ready to pick up and alter to
classes, with a clear structure, progression and links resources ready for use, where appropriate. Third,
we believe that we are more likely to ensure balance, for example in pupils’ opportunities to work with
the teacher or to engage in shared writing or reading; in use of different planning formats; in richness
and diversity of texts, by planning whole units of work at once.
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Our planning document includes the following headings. All English planning is completed in this
format. The aim of the questions within each heading is to prompt teachers to consider different
options and how to best ensure progress of each pupil; there is no requirement for every question to be
answered. Throughout a unit of work, it should be clear that different pupils have had the opportunity
to work with the teacher and TA, that different pupils have been challenged and that an effective range
of teaching strategies have been used. It will also demonstrate the teaching and learning sequence
detailed below.

Teaching and learning sequence for Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2

Inspiration
from topic/
other
stimulus

always

sometimes

‘Cold write’

Where it is useful to teachers, we use a ‘cold write’ prior to planning a unit of work. This is a piece of
writing completed outside our normal English lessons, in which pupils will demonstrate their writing skills
in a particular genre. Ideally, this will be within a topic or reading-based unit of work, so that pupils
already have the content knowledge and to avoid time being wasted. This piece of writing will help
teachers to establish priorities in planning, particularly for the punctuation and grammar foci of the unit,
as well as any unit specific skills (emotive language for persuasion, bulleted lists for information texts and
so on). Cold writes are useful contributors to assessment practices, detailed below.
Where a cold write is completed, success criteria will be provided and ticked, where appropriate. Success
criteria are likely to have three ticking columns: one for cold write, one for practice (when the skill has
been practiced in a lesson) and one for hot or applied write. This allows pupils to recognise how what
they have been learning relates to their final writing and to see progress.
Before or during a unit of genre-based English, pupils will be provided with a stimulus. This is often topic
related, for example the study of The Great Fire of London might inspire diary writing, the study of the
environment might inspire finding a voice through poetry or the study of the Maya might feed in to
information texts about the Mayan way of life. It could be that stimuli come from beyond the curriculum
(a request to write a piece for the parish magazine, for example). The intention is that pupils will be
motivated to write but will also have undertaken much consideration of the content of their writing
before approaching the process itself.
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Teachers introduce examples (often differentiated for reading content) of high-quality texts representing
the genre being studied. These might be drawn from published examples or ones written by the teacher
specifically to demonstrate the skills to be learned and applied: ideally, they are a combination of both.
Through shared reading and analysis, the class and teacher will draw out success criteria, with examples,
that can be used when writing their own versions. While the teacher will already have had a good idea
what these success criteria were (in
order to plan and to assess any cold
write), it is important that the class are
able to identify them in action, with
examples of how they work, and to
take ownership. These success criteria
are displayed in class. In Key Stage 2,
particular consideration is given to
audience and purpose, and boxed
success criteria are sometimes used
for clarity. Success criteria are often
differentiated, either through
annotation (eg must, should, could or
star ratings) or through slightly
different sets being provided to pupils.

always

Shared
reading and
success
criteria

Talking the
text

sometimes

Note-taking

In some units of teaching and learning, the aim of this phase is to learn the structure and key phrases
and punctuation through ‘talking the text’ (Pie Corbett; Talk for Writing). This is the imitation stage. In
this case, teachers and their classes will orally rehearse the text, creating a story map for access
throughout the upcoming writing. The model text is pitched well above the pupils’ level and has built
into it the underlying, transferable structures and language patterns that students will need when they
are writing. This is learned using a ‘text map’ and actions to strengthen memory and help students
internalise the text. Activities such as drama are used to deepen understanding of the text. They will
make use of Pie Corbett’s actions for commonly used words and phrases, and use symbols on the story
map. They will also use active punctuation, where pupils use physical movement to represent
punctuation marks, based on Kung Fu Punctuation by Ros Wilson. Pupils will reach a point where they
are able to recall the text through words and actions.
Once students can ‘talk like the text’, the model, and other examples, are then read for vocabulary and
comprehension, before being analysed for the basic text (boxing up) and language patterns, as well as
writing techniques or toolkits (leading to success criteria).
For non-fiction texts, pupils will need the opportunity to research, make and organise their own notes.
Each of these skills must be given good consideration and, where they have not yet been learned,
explicitly taught. Notes may be taken in a disorganised fashion, later to be grouped; grouped by headings
or questions, for example, or through a mind-map or similar. This is often a collaborative process.
In order to shorten the process, some notes might be provided for pupils for some or all of the sections
to be written. In other cases, pupils will take part in guided research and note-taking sessions with
teachers and TAs and be able to use the product of these sessions in their own work.
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always

Punctuation,
grammar,
structure and
genre specific
skills focus

always

Planning

Each writing unit of work is assigned specific objectives on our whole school curriculum. These
objectives, plus those that the teacher decides are a priority for the class or groups, will be explicitly
taught during this phase. These objectives are likely to reflect the success criteria for the genre of
writing. Often, objectives will be taught and then an opportunity to practise the skill within the context
of the upcoming writing will be provided. Careful feedback will be offered in order to perfect these skills
before the main writing process begins.
It is critical that pupils are engaged in learning that will support them to progress, and that no time is
wasted. If a pupil has already accomplished an objective, and has evidenced this in previous writing, they
must either work on a different objective (a punctuation and grammar extension, perhaps) or must be
actively challenged to take this learning further.
The use of movements to represent punctuation marks (based on Kung Fu Punctuation by Ros Wilson) is
likely to be used in this phase.
Planning is critical to the writing process. Depending on the age of the pupils, the focus and the text type,
it might take the form of a word collection or description exercise, it could take the form of a structured
cartoon strip or it could be a combination of the two. There is likely to be a lot of class, group, and pair
collaboration and sharing of ideas. Some pupils’ planning will be scaffolded through the pre-population
of vocabulary, for example. Some will be provided with word mats. Support and challenge is given to
groups through teacher and TA support.
In the case of units based on Talk for Writing, this innovation phase is where pupils make adaptations to
the story map they have learned in readiness for writing.
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always

Drafting and
editing

sometimes

Publication

The writing process, which is likely to run over several days, includes combinations of teacher modelling,
shared whole class writing, shared writing in teacher or TA groups, paired writing and independent work.
Teachers are likely to use a visualiser/iPad to model writing at some stage during this. Paired writing is a
powerful tool in both improving writing and in enhancing communication skills. Teachers also take the
opportunity to work on targets with pupils, where there is a small group with a similar need that fits well
into this unit of work. Through a unit of work, every pupil will work with an adult on at least one section
of their writing.
Support is provided to pupils throughout this process: display boards contain useful vocabulary that
pupils access freely to enhance writing, word banks are provided to pupils who would benefit from it,
Talking Tins (generally for younger pupils) and dictation software (generally for older pupils) are used to
support the writing process. Word processing is used by all pupils some of the time, and by a small group
of pupils who work best when word processing almost all of the time. Teachers and TAs also scribe for
pupils. We encourage oral rehearsal throughout the writing process in every class in our school. Slow
writing (see David Dideau, The Secret Literacy) is often employed through this process, allowing pupils to
focus on crafting each sentence, making use of the skills they have learned earlier in the unit of work.
Feedback is provided on writing orally (ideally) or after a lesson, through marking (see feedback policy).
Of all the marking we do in school, this is the most
impactful (though less so for younger pupils), and
it is where we invest most time. It must be
provided as quickly as possible so that pupils can
act on feedback in their next writing session. Pupils
use purple pens to make changes to work that
have been advised by peers and adults. Where
longer changes are needed, over a number of
sentences, editing slips are added over existing
work.
Pupils at Bere take pleasure in and understand that the process of writing and the progress made is an
outcome in itself. However, we will sometimes take opportunities to publish writing or create a polished
copy and often seek to share writing with other classes or parents, for example. Publication might be
through a competition, a letter posted to someone, a story shared with younger pupils, an article in the
parish magazine, the creation of a class reference book, reading aloud to parents, a poetry slam, a
debate, a speech day, or a performance, for example. As well as polished written work, recording
provides a useful way of allowing pupils to reflect on their written and spoken work (eg poetry, speeches,
broadcasts, radio plays).
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Assessment
Ongoing
Teachers complete ongoing assessment of pupils’ writing ability within and across lessons. They work
with members of their class to keep targets up to date and to provide developmental feedback on next
steps. (see below). Where appropriate, they will also ensure the Key Skills Document reflects progress
made in handwriting, typing and spelling, too. Teachers and TAs use our feedback policy so that all
feedback is meaningful and drives progress.
Data submission
A few times a term, a teacher will update records
such as the OWL Criterion Scale (found R:\English)
or, in Reception and Year 1, the school’s own break
down of the Early Learning Goals. They will then
annotate their writing progress tracking grid. This
will be formally completed and submitted to senior
leaders towards the end of each term (a date is provided), but can be used by teachers to record any
useful points of assessment in order to contribute towards final termly judgements. Teachers note pupil
assessments in terms of what the child is on track to achieve ie the best prediction for the end of the
year at this stage (as opposed to what the child is currently achieving).

Moderation
Moderation is a crucial part of teacher assessment. It allows teachers to benchmark their judgements,
while helping to ensure that standards are consistent and outcomes are reliable.
Each term, shortly before the data submission date, we will hold a writing moderation. Sometimes, we
will be able to make use of local groups (eg pyramid or MAT) for moderation, in place of these.
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Before the
moderation meeting

•Teachers invest time in assessing pupils, using formal resources as well as their ‘gut’ feeling.
•Teachers order pupils from most able to least able writer and submit this to the English lead. On
this submission, they indicate those pupils who they think will achieve GD, EXS, WTS or PKF,
leaving blank those that they feel particularly unsure about.
•The English lead will use the lists submitted to select a small number of pupils from each year
group to moderate, who will then provide a benchmark for other judgements. No more than 7-8
pupils is appropriate for a 75 minute session. Pupils will be chosen for a variety of reasons: they
may be borderline, they may be of particular interest (perhaps a pupil premium or SEN child),
they may be in a surprising place considering previous assessments or they may be someone who
needs to be a focus for progress targets.
•Teachers will bring the work of the selected pupils to a meeting; this will include English books,
topic books and any other useful sources.

•Working in small teams (which will include the teacher of the pupil in question), teachers will
work together to moderate each selection of work, taken from a range of souces (not just
English books). They will do this through dicussion, and be open and willing to challenge. They
will note the assessment they would consider accurate.
•Teachers will use moderation resources provided in R:\English\Moderation 2020, including
government exempliffication materials and exemplification made by various trusts that support
judgements in Years 1, 3, 4 and 5, in order to make comparisons with examples.
•For Year 6, teachers will use the end of key stage assessment framework published here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/201819_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf For

year 2, teachers will use the end of key

stage assessment framework published here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/201819_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_1_WEBHO.pdf These are also likely to

During the
moderation meeting

After the moderation
meeting

support
judgements for Year 5 and Year 1.
•In other year groups, teachers are likely to reference the criterion scale. In reception, they will
use the EYFS writing scale. Both can be found in the moderation folder.
•The team will note strengths and weaknesses, providing some 'tips' for teaching points and next
steps for indivdiuals, that will help the teacher going forward.
•The teacher will note those pupils for whom there will need to be additional investigation
before assessments can be submitted (where, for example, a borderline has been adjusted).
•The team and teacher will note any patterns or common objectives that need to be tackled by
the class going forward.

•Using the benchmarked pupils for which moderation has been carried out, combined with their
original ordering task, teachers will adjust and confirm their judgements in readiness to submit
data eg if a child is judged at the every top end of EXS, all those above will be GD and those below
will be no more than EXS.
•Teachers will finalise their assessment judgements on the assessment grid (noted above) and save
updated versions in their class folder on the R Drive, within a subfolder called 'Assessment'.
•Teachers will use the notes and points for progress given to impact on teaching, learning and
interventions in the coming weeks: they may add objectives to upcoming units of work to reflect
identified weakness; they may change pupils's targets on this basis.
•Pupil progress meetings are carried out and will support the planning of interventions.
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Targets
We believe that providing pupils with targets for writing helps to
motivate them, enabling them to drive their own learning more
effectively, and supports teachers in personalising learning. When
pupils are writing, they will always be focussed on the class
learning objective and/or success criteria, but should also be
mindful of their personal targets.
In year 2 and Key Stage 2, all pupils have a target card in the back of their English book. These cards are
flipped up to an open position so that they are visible during writing. Topic books, or any book/paper
where writing is being completed, are overlaid on top of the English book so that targets are always
visible when writing. The card consists of rows: there is a clear target, often with examples, either hand
written or typed, that is written in a way that the pupil understands; there is a column labelled ‘me’,
where pupils tick and date when they believe they have achieved this target and there is a final column
labelled ‘my teacher’ where the teacher can do the same and, eventually, tick off and initial that target
as complete. Pupils demonstrate they have achieved a target several times before it is ticked off.
Among older pupils, the onus is very much on them to provide varied examples and evidence in their
work and show the teacher that they have met the target.
Pupils are usually provided with between two and four targets; staff are mindful of the longer and
shorter term nature of some targets and seek to provide balance. The targets are set by the class
teacher and are highly personalised. When new targets are given, the teacher provides an opportunity
to discuss them with the pupil, to be certain that they understand what they are being asked to do.
New targets are given at the beginning of each school year and at every point at which a target is ticked
off. Teachers may also add additional targets where something comes up in writing that should be
tackled more generally than simply a request to make corrections in feedback. For example, targets
may also be drawn after suggestions from colleagues for foci during moderation.
Targets can be worked on in several ways. Some targets can act as a prompt and take a little practice
from a pupil to be successful. Pupils may work on their targets independently during personal progress
or during a writing session. Some targets may require some 1:1 or group input from a teacher or TA,
which teachers will plan in to lessons and intervention sessions (either in Personal Progress or during an
afternoon). This is particularly true where there is a small group of pupils with the same target in a
class, and a shared write can be carried out, for example, or where a pupil has been ‘stuck’ on a target
for some time and needs some intervention to support their progress.
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The role of the English Lead
The English Lead is a champion of English across our school; the core purpose is to capture the hearts
and minds of our children so that they not only make great progress, but also develop a love for
speaking and listening, reading, writing and all things English. In addition, we separate the role of
Reading Lead, who specifically champions our phonics and RWI as well as KS1 reading.
The English lead oversees the curriculum, monitors and supports teaching and learning and takes a lead
on assessments. This may take the form of observations, learning walks, gathering pupil voice, planning
scrutiny and work scrutiny. Often, it will be less formal, working with teachers to decide on writing
targets, to plan a unit of work or to develop guided reading resources, for example. The English Lead
also provides a model of outstanding practice. The Reading Lead will lead and monitor the phonics and
RWI in EYFS and Key Stage 1, observing RWI sessions, supporting guided reading lessons and providing a
model of excellent practice through coaching. Together, the Reading Lead and English Lead regroup and
track the progress of pupils across the school for RWI.
The English Lead leads termly writing moderations, providing tools and selecting pupils to be
moderated. She also provides CPD where a need is identified, both to whole staff and to individuals.
In addition, part of the work towards championing English involves leading events. The English Lead
delivers events such as World Book Day, World Poetry Day and Roald Dahl Day, for example. She also
encourages dynamism within the library environment by arranging author studies.
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IMPACT
Skills and experiences
During their time at Bere Regis Primary School, we want our English provision to have provided pupils
with an array of skills, knowledge and experiences that will ensure their enjoyment and success going
forward.
They will have the skills to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

read fluently, with the ability to unpick the sounds and meaning of new language when it arises
read aloud and perform
express their opinions on a range of topics in written and spoken language
write at length for a range of purposes, conveying their point of view clearly and with a broad
breadth of structures and tools upon which to draw
take effective notes, that support them to learn and to write
draft, redraft and edit
select books and texts (both on paper and online) that bring them joy and take them to new
worlds
select books and texts (both on paper and online) that bring them understanding about topics
of interest
compare, contrast and comment on reading, offering critique and analysis on the work of a
broad range of authors
understand bias
use both formal and informal structures, to suit different purposes and audiences
debate, discuss, argue and build on or contrast the points of others

They will have experienced:
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Our Ambition
We are working towards being an outstanding school. Throughout this journey, we are passionate
about ensuring all our pupils achieve their potential across the curriculum, but especially in English. For
this reason, it is our greatest priority within the curriculum. While we are not yet ‘there’, we have high
aspirations for each element of our English curriculum. We aspire for the great majority of our pupils to
achieve the targets set out in the key skills documents at the earliest appropriate time, in order that
they can best access curriculum and to allow us plenty of time for broader development, beyond the
key skills.
For example, we intend that the great majority of pupils will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

complete the set 1 sounds and be able to read simple sentences (so that they are reading
purple RWI books) by the end of Reception
complete the RWI phonics programme before the end of Year 1, or during the autumn term of
Year 2, at the latest
read and spell all of the statutory spelling words for their year groups before they reach the end
of that year, so that there are none remaining to learn in Year 6
write clearly and fluently, in a joined style before the end of Year 3
complete the RWI spelling programme around a year ahead of the design of the programme
be able to touch type before they leave Year 4
confidently use all forms of punctuation and common sentence structures before they
complete Year 5

These key skills are critical to our pupils’ success and readiness for learning, but they do not form the
bulk of our curriculum. Our pupils need them to access the broad range of opportunities we offer in our
English curriculum and beyond. Mastering these skills is an enabler, rather than an end goal. Our
curriculum is then designed to be one of enrichment: language rich, culturally rich and rich in
experiences and the opportunity for expression.
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